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I. INTRODUCTION
Modern technology is accomplishing a fundamental transfor-
mation of people's lives, on a scale we have not witnessed since the
onset of the industrial era. New technologies make one thing
clear: the way we address this new age requires new strategies in
leadership, policy, economic competitiveness, education, citizen
services, and internal government operations. There must be ena-
bling technologies for each of these dimensions.
A 1998 report by the United States Department of Commerce
entitled "The Emerging Digital Economy" outlines a remarkable
growth in the electronic marketplace and the digital economy.
The number of on-line users in the United States in late 1999 andS• 2
early 2000 was between 75 million and 135 million. Traffic on the
Internet was predicted to double every 100 days in the United
States, and the number of people connected to the Internet could
reach 1 billion worldwide by 2005. In Minnesota alone more than
fifty percent of homes are connected to the Internet now, and this
is expected to reach seventy percent by 2001.' More than eighty
1. U.S. DEP'T OF COMMERCE, THE EMERGING DIGITAL ECONOMY (1998), at
http://www.ecommerce.gov/emerging.htm.
2. JEFF EISNEACH, ET AL., THE PROGRESS & FREEDOM FOUNDATION, THE DIGITAL
ECONOMY FACT BOOK, (2d. ed. 2000); see also FORRESTER RESEARCH, AT HOME RICH
MEDIA STUDY (1998) [hereinafter AT HOME RICH MEDIA STUDY].
3. GARTNER GROUP, INC., DIGITAL DIVIDE STATE REPORT: MINNESOTA (2000),
at http://www3.gartner.com./init
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percent of these users conduct business-including the buying and
selling of goods and services-over the Internet from the comfort
of home, school or business office.4
Within a few years, more than one-half of all credit card pur-
chases could be conducted over the Internet. Business-to-business
e-commerce, estimated at $43 billion in 1999, will top $1.3 trillion
by 2002, an increase of 3,000 percent.5 In the third quarter of
2000, United States consumer purchases over the Internet rose
15.3%, to $6.7 billion even as total retail sales fell 0.4 percent.6 Al-
though this represents less than one percent of total retail sales, it
shows a strong-growing segment of the economy.7 The revolution
in personal communications is equally striking. In 1998, the Inter-
net was used to transmit 3.4 trillion e-mail messages, well over
100,000 every second of every hour of every day, with the truly ex-
plosive growth yet to come."
Meanwhile, general-purpose computer processors have as-
sumed the labors of legions of clerks, telephone switchboard opera-
tors, and bank tellers. They act as conduits to global communica-
tions networks, calculate household budgets, play chess, and even
pilot planes. In 1900, the principal calling for silicon, the second
most abundant element on earth was limited to sandcastles and
glass windows. Now silicon chips can contain millions of tiny cir-
cuits and form the basis for a world-electronics market approaching
$1 trillion.9
What is the importance of this trend to Minnesota citizens?
It represents, in a very fundamental sense, opportunity. New
technologies have dramatically increased the ability of citizens
across the State and across the world, to share information and to
leverage ideas. The time and complexity required to get things
done is and continues to be lessened. Technology allows each of us
to act more quickly and efficiently-in "real time." The new digital
world is one where a million ideas can be disseminated, debated,
refined and implemented virtually instantaneously, across the en-
tire world. Normal social patterns, normal means of developing
4. Id.
5. U.S. DEP'T OF COMMERCE, THE EMERGING DIGITAL ECONOMY II (June 1999),
available at http://www.ecommerce.gov/ede/report.html.
6. U.S. DEP'T OF COMMERCE, CENSUS BUREAU OF THE DEPARTMENT OF COM-
MERCE (Nov. 27, 2000).
7. Id.
8. AT HOME RICH MEDIA STUDY, supra note 2.
9. GARTNER GROUP, INC., EMARKETPLACE OPPORTUNITY INDEX (EMOI) (2000).
2001] 2103
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ideas and solutions have changed forever and in ways unknown in
history to this date. Technology provides the tools for a new social
discourse.
The phenomenon also has had lasting impacts on our global
economies. In remarks before a Conference of the Federal Reserve
Bank of Chicago in 1999, Federal Reserve Chairman Alan Green-
span credited technology for a new global prosperity, stating:
The newest innovations, which we label information tech-
nologies, have begun to alter the manner in which we do
business and create value, often in ways not readily fore-
seeable even five years ago. The newer technologies ...
have facilitated a dramatic foreshortening of the lead
times on the delivery of capital equipment ... apparently
[making] capital investment distinctly more profitable, ...
increased industrial capacity [and] ... is ... damping infla-
tion through its effect on international trade ....
The United States Department of Commerce estimates that in-
formation technology is accounting for more than one-third of the
economic growth in the United States, year after year, and forty-
one percent in 1995 alone."
So, what significance does all this have for government? New
technologies can bring citizens closer to one another and to their
work. They permit the types of distance learning and distance work
that can overcome concerns about citizens abandoning their home
communities looking for opportunities at distant places. They en-
courage greater participation in government, greater communica-
tion with officials, and greater involvement in the democratic proc-
ess. They permit government entities to share information,
improve internal management and save taxpayer costs.
In short, information and communications technologies can
improve quality of life in Minnesota.12
10. Federal Reserve Bank Chairman Alan Greenspan, Remarks at the 35th
Annual Conference on Bank Structure and Competition of the Federal Reserve
Bank of Chicago, The American Economy in a World Context (May 6, 1999), at
http://www.federalreserve.gov/boarddocs/speeches/1999/19990506.htm.
11. CHRISTOPHER CONTE, SOCIETY AND INFORMATION INFRASTRUCTURE: THE
NEXT GENERATION: CONFERENCE REPORT (1999), available at http://www.ntia.doc.
gov/otiahome/top/conferenceworkshops/NFP98/confe-rence98a.htm.
12. See generally MINNESOTA OFFICE OF TECH., CHARTING THE COURSE TO MINNE-
SOTA'S DIGITAL FUTURE: MASTER PLAN FOR INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATIONS
TECHNOLOGY IN MINNESOTA, PHASE Two (Oct. 1998), available at http://www.ot.
state.mn.us/masterplan/masterplan.html.
2104 [Vol. 27:4
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II. Focus FOR ACTION
Electronic commerce and electronic government is a major
focus of the Ventura-Schunk Administration. The Ventura-Schunk
Administration is setting new broad objectives for government in-
teraction with citizens and improving productivity. In short, the
administration will:
A. Refocus Government On Customer Service
Citizens now dealing with government find offices burdened
with forms, reports, manuals, and binders-reams of paper every-
where. Any citizen having to deal with several different state de-
partments will likely have to fill out any number of forms and re-
ceive any number of sometime conflicting instructions.
To make Minnesota government easier to use and ultimately
save Minnesotans time and money, state government must adopt
innovations offering "self service" opportunities over the Internet.
Citizens deserve and expect easy access to the services and informa-
tion that state government should provide.
B. Streamline Government Operations And Eliminate Overlap And
Duplication
By accepting the inevitability of e-commerce over local and
wide area networks and the Internet, government will break down
traditional bureaucratic structures and open the way for stream-
lined processes, lower costs, and more accessible government.
A smaller, smarter government will require policymakers to ask
hard questions about each and every program, the most fundamen-
tal being: "Should government be doing this at all?"
C. Preserve Tax Dollars
Moving services online and applying cutting-edge business
management practices has led to dramatic cost savings in the pri-
vate sector. This is the point of Federal Reserve Chairman Green-
span's remark, cited above. Similar quantum leaps in productivity
should be possible in the public sector. Cutting the cost of govern-
ment services, eliminating duplication of network systems, and re-
ducing the size of bureaucracy means the cost of government, and
the expenditure of taxpayer dollars, can be reduced.
2001] 2105
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D. Improve Efficient Use Of Costly Telecommunications Infrastructure
Using the tools of technology in ways that require the collabo-
rative use of networks among various government entities, includ-
ing for education, public safety, health care, and other support ser-
vices, can cut costs of these services overall. It makes little sense for
each government service center to develop a unique, dedicated
network infrastructure for its own dedicated use. The Ventura-
Schunk Administration looks for efficient, cost-effective and col-
laborative use of networks, and will assure that the technology in-
frastructure is in place to serve communities throughout the state
in such a way that these efficiencies can be realized.
In short, Minnesota government for the new era should cost
less, provide better service, and be more responsive to the citizens
who pay for it.
III. ROLE OF STATE GOVERNMENT IN ASSURING ACCESS
Even as we discuss the computer and the Internet, and their
growth in our society, we must consider seriously their availability
to all Minnesotans.
The United States Commerce Department's National Tele-
communications and Information Administration (NTIA) has re-
leased studies indicating there is a technology gap between "haves"
and "have-nots"-those who have the geographic, political, eco-
nomic, and social means to obtain high-speed Internet access, and
those who do not.13 There is clear evidence that across the United
States there is a disparity whereby higher-income and younger
households continue to be much more likely to have access than
less affluent or retired individuals. l In general, the greatest dis-
crepancies in service provision are between high-population urban
areas, and more remote, less populated rural areas, where the cost
to install and maintain infrastructure can be high. Population den-
sities and shorter distances between facilities translate directly into
greater cost savings and efficiencies in urban areas than could ever
be expected in rural areas. The relative economies of scale are at
13. See generally U.S. DEP'T OF COMMERCE, FALLING THROUGH THE NET: DEFIN-
ING THE DIGITAL DIVIDE (1999) (providing detailed demographic analysis of access
to internet information services) [hereinafter FALLING THROUGH THE NET], avail-
able at http://www.ntia.doc.gov/ntiahome/fttn99.contents.html.
14. GARTNER GROUP, INC., MARKET ANALYSIS: LIVING WITH THE DIGITAL DIVIDE
(2000).
2106 [Vol. 27:4
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work here.'
5
A 1996 study by the Rural Policy Research Institute tells us that
while there are significant differences in technology use, there nev-
ertheless is a universal belief that technology; telecommunications
access and competitive pricing are critical to community survival. 6
High-speed access means something significant to communities
throughout the state and the world. As of December 1999 more
than fifty percent of United States households had personal com-
puters and of those ninety had access to the Internet. 7 Sixty-four
percent of Americans ages twelve or older have used the Internet in
the last year." Almost half of these Internet users (thirty-one per-
cent of all United States residents age twelve or older) report going
on-line daily.' 9 In early 1998, forecasters were suggesting that busi-
ness-to-business e-commerce might rise to $300 million by the year
2002. Most forecasters now consider that estimate to be too low,
and now project "online retail sales in the range of $40 billion to
$80 billion" by the end of 2002.20 Among small businesses in the
United States alone, by the end of 1999, thirty-seven percent were
online, up from nineteen percent in 1998 and nine percent in
1997.21
Unless we can bring the full benefits of telecommunications
advances to businesses large and small, in both urban and rural ar-
eas of the state, the state will fail to capitalize on the genius the
technology affords our citizens. As long as significant portions of a
community's population are not served by or are unable to rely
upon this network, the traditional ways of doing things will remain
in place, making it impossible to truly transform a community for
the future in any significant way.
15. FALLING THROUGH THE NET, supra note 13.
16. RURAL POLICY RESEARCH INSTITUTE, TELECOMMUNICATIONS IN RURAL COM-
MUNITIES: PATrERNS, PERCEPTIONS AND CHANGES, 13-14 (1996).
17. GARTNER GROUP, INC., PC PENETRATION AMONG UNITED STATES HOUSE-
HOLDS (1999) [hereinafter PC PENETRATION AMONG U.S. HOUSEHOLDS]; see also
U.S. DEP'T OF COMMERCE, COMMUNITY CONNECTIONS: PRESERVING LOCAL VALUES IN
THE INFORMATION AGE (2000), available at http://www.ntia.doc.gov/otia home/
top/publicationmedia/comm._conn/community-connections.htmi.
18. PC PENETRATION AMONG U.S. HOUSEHOLDS, supra note 17.
19. Id.
20. THE EMERGING DIGITAL ECONOMY II, supra note 5, at 5; see also Michael E.
Porter, Clusters and the New Economies of Competition, HARv. Bus. REV., Nov.-Dec.
1998 (discussing how the internet provides greater efficiency, productivity, and
profit).
21. Available at http://www.Prodigy.com.
2001] 2107
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IV. VENTURA-SCHUNK ADMINISTRATION BIG PLAN INITIATIVES
Any government-based initiatives designed to achieve a vision
for communications access and use must be substantive, dynamic
and immediate. At the same time, they must be measured and re-
sults-oriented. These values define the appropriate role of gov-
ernment in serving citizens of Minnesota.
The Ventura-Schunk Administration has developed twenty-
nine initiatives under its comprehensive Big Plan for the State of
Minnesota. Many of these initiatives require or touch upon the use
of information technology and telecommunications for their suc-
cess. Specifically, three broad initiatives are designed to influence
the development of citizen and government electronic service ac-
cess.
A. Initiatives For "Healthy, Vital Communities" Assure An Information
Highway That Leaves No Community Excluded
One of the key initiatives underway in the State of Minnesota
for promoting "healthy, vital communities" consists of a set of
strategies designed to assure that the new "Information Highway"
leaves no community in the State excluded. These strategies can
yield immediate and significant results, with long-lasting conse-
quences. They are strategies presently underway, with telling ef-
fects. In short, the objective of the Ventura-Schunk Administration
is to help assure that citizens across the State have access to com-
merce, social interaction and government services by means of
electronic networking and connectivity that is high speed, inte-
grated and global. This effort starts with government itself.
Minnesota State government is a significant consumer of in-
formation technology and telecommunications services across the
State. Its many offices, as well as those of local and regional gov-
ernment, seek to take advantage of the new digital age. These ser-
vices are purchased from private sector telecommunications pro-
viders, who can be motivated by new government purchasing
policies. Such highly specialized and concentrated service demand
can have a significant influence on the development of the State's
information and telecommunications infrastructure. Presently,
Minnesota state government alone spends in excess of $70 million
annually on telephone and computer services statewide, exclusive
of all higher and K-12 education, and regional and local govern-
ment. Properly targeted, purchasing decisions and practices can
2108 [Vol. 27:4
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help to achieve key state policy objectives.
The Ventura-Schunk Administration has established such pol-
icy objectives and strategies. To address technology needs, for high-
speed Internet and telecommunications access are now being im-
plemented throughout the State. In short, the state will be a rea-
sonable consumer true to the principles calling for it to spend
smart, plan smart, and think big. Here are certain of those strate-
gies:
1. Spend Smart
Direct the state's purchasing power to specify use of statewide
information networks for high-speed voice, data and video that
connect all local communities and provide access to government by
citizens. Here, the State can help assure long-term, strategic, and
systemic opportunities for community and rural-based economic
development and citizen access. This will be accomplished by
specifying technologies with advanced telecommunications capa-
bilities for government services across the State. Rather than simply
specifying basic telephone service over copper wires, for instance,
State specifications will call for delivery of voice services over wire-
line (including fiber optic cable) or wireless networks that also have
the capability of delivering high-speed, high-capacity data services.22
This data service requires the use of advanced electronics not read-
ily available throughout the State at this time. The State of Minne-
sota will help to create the demand to encourage private carriers to
provide such service within their service areas.
2. Support Community Strength
Work with local Minnesota communities in establishing com-
munity-based telecommunications plans, focusing on assessment,
22. The State of Minnesota defines "high-speed" to be data speeds in excess
of 256 kilobits per second ("Kbps"). MINN. PLANNING, VENTURA ADMINISTRATION
TELECOMMUNICATIONS STRATEGIC PLAN 63 (2000) (hereinafter VENTURA ADMIN.
TELECOMM. PLAN), available at http://www.admin.state.mn.us/telecomm/govtele
comm/govplan.pdf. The FCC defines "high-speed" as 200 Kbps. FEDERAL COM-
MUNICATIONS ADMINISTRATION, INQUIRY CONCERNING THE DEPLOYMENT OF ADVANCED
TELECOMMUNICATIONS CAPABILITY TO ALL AMERICANS IN A REASONABLE AND TIMELY
FASHION, AND POSSIBLE STEPS TO ACCELERATE SUCH DEPLOYMENT PURSUANT TO SEC-
TION 706 OF THE TELECOMMUNICATIONS ACT OF 1996, Second Report, CC Docket
No. 98-146. (1999). By comparison, the normal dial-up modem on an average
telephone line ranges from 14.4 kbps to 56 Kbps, or about 1/20th to 1/5th of the
state specification.
20011 2109
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coordination and private sector procurement strategies. This is
needed, as many communities throughout the State are just com-
ing to appreciate the importance of high-speed digital communica-
tions to social and economic development, but do not know how to
address the need. The state-sponsored initiative "NetPlan" serves as
a framework for this effort. NetPlan is a community-planning guide
for advanced telecommunications services, prepared by the State
but community led, implemented and financed. Such a plan serves
to guide communities in organizing leaders and interested parties
for the purpose of identifying their own local telecommunications
needs, opportunities and resources. It explains how to aggregate
service demand for the purchase of telecommunications services at
decent prices, and includes a resource "tool kit" containing infor-
mation on funding and budget, the use of consultants and facilita-
tors, surveys, and sample reports.
3. Share Costly Infrastructure
Assure that government services are provided over communi-
cations networks that serve Minnesota communities at large. The
State, as a local consumer of telecommunications services, must ag-
gregate its own service demand with that of the community in
which those services are sought, using networks used in common by
the community. Sharing networks, with other entities, public or
private, or with the community at large, saves taxpayer dollars, and
prevents an unnecessary and redundant duplication of infrastruc-
ture. This also permits the State to coordinate, integrate and ag-
gregate state procurement of telecommunications services with
those of the communities in which it operates. The net effect is
more demand for telecommunications services on local networks,
which can motivate local telecommunications providers to improve,
or upgrade, the local network infrastructure.
4. Form Strategic Partnerships
Work cooperatively with both academia and private sector en-
terprises to promote research and development in advanced tele-
communications, resulting in products and services offerings that
may be purchased by the state acting as an "anchor customer." In
this way, selected emerging technologies that are shown to be ap-
propriate and effective for government application can be moved
more swiftly from the drawing board into the commercial market-
2110 [Vol. 27:4
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place. The State thus becomes a catalyst to facilitate development
and deployment of such technologies throughout the State, and
into commercialization.
5. Provide For Statewide Networks
Deployment of statewide, high speed networks for voice, data
and video can give our communities, both large and small, and in-
cluding local school districts and law enforcement, access to re-
sources and information currently out of their reach due to slow or
non-existent transmission speeds. There are, without doubt, net-
works being deployed today throughout the State of Minnesota.
That is not the issue. The issue for many Minnesotans in commu-
nities across the state is how fast the networks will be, how far into
the state will they reach, and how much will it cost the user. These
questions have yet to be adequately addressed or answered for most
Minnesotans. The State of Minnesota encourages a state enter-
prise-wide, integrated network capable of providing easy access to
information as well as system integrity for stability and security
throughout the state. An initiative underway in recent years is the
"Connecting Minnesota" project. This is an award-winning pro-
ject," which, when fully implemented within the next few years, will
bring a fiber optic of high speed and capacity across 2,200 miles
and within ten miles of more than twenty percent of the State's• 24
population. Initiatives such as Connecting Minnesota will enable
government programs to achieve greater stability and improve ser-
vice delivery by providing a high bandwidth network throughout
the state. The objective is to connect all Minnesota communities to
the portals and resources of the digital world with reliable and cost-
effective, secure infrastructure.
These and other like strategies are designed to encourage de-
velopment of a sound telecommunications infrastructure providing
the necessary tools for social, economic and community develop-
ment in the new digital age.
23. Connecting Minnesota's fiber-optic network partnership, sponsored by
the Minnesota Department of Administration and the Minnesota Department of
Transportation, was awarded a Project Recognition Award from the National
Council for Public-Private Partnerships ("NCPPP") in August, 1999.
24. MINN. DEP'T OF TRANSP., CONNECTING MINNESOTA: A STATE OF MINNESOTA
PUBLIC/PRIVATE TELECOMMUNICATIONS PARTNERSHIP, at http://www.dot.state.mn.u
s/connect (last visited Feb. 2, 2001).
2001] 2111
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B. Initiatives For "Service, Not Systens": Electronic Government Services
A strategy with less immediate effect, but with long-lasting con-
sequences for citizens across the state, is the provision of electronic
government services over the Internet. This represents a funda-
mental change in the manner in which government does business.
Technological advances implemented by the private sector
have raised the public's expectations of government. Citizens ex-
pect government organizations to offer convenience similar to
online ordering from L.L. Bean, the speed of Federal Express de-
livery, the customization by Dell Computer, the personal service of
Nordstrom's, and the cost-savings of Wal-Mart. It is a challenge for
any organization and even more so for government.
An area ripe for development is the way in which government
interfaces with its citizens. If you are looking for the school nearest
you, government employment, or a permit to do business, you
could wander forever through the halls of bureaucracy-or for that
matter, the local telephone directory-without much success. Al-
ready library or school-or courthouse-based systems are being de-
ployed to integrate many government services to provide a com-
mon face of government for all citizens. E-mail and electronic
bulletin boards are being used to make government officials more
accessible, and electronic payments systems are being deployed to
enhance the process by which the normal everyday relationships
between the citizen and their government are conducted.
The well-founded premise is that easy and affordable access
improves government efficiency and effectiveness. It is the corner-
stone of the Ventura-Schunk Administration's Big Plan.
In short, government will improve the efficiency and effective-
ness of its products and services by using information and commu-
nications technologies." Such increased productivity will become a
critical need within the next few years. Even now, the workforce of
the State and the nation even now are falling short of meeting the
needs of our high technology employers, in some cases by as much
as one-third . There is every reason to expect greater difficulty in
attracting new high-technology workers to government service as
25. Supra, note 12.
26. Cisco Systems, Inc., Government Affairs: Facts and Stats: IT Labor Shortage, at
http://www.cisco.com/ warp/public/779govtaffs/factsNStats/Workforce.html# IT
LABOR SHORTAGE (last visited Feb. 1, 2001) (citing JoINT VENTURE SILICON VAL-
LEY, WORKFORCE STUDY 3 (1999) available at http://www.jointventure.org/initia-
tives/edt/workgap/home.html).
2112 [Vol. 27:4
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well. Government, like industry, must find the ways to use technol-
ogy for the purposes of filing workforce gaps of the future.
Specific steps that are being undertaken by the Ventura-
Schunk Administration to achieve these objectives include:
1. Self-Assess
Assessments of all state government agencies to determine and
measure their individual capability to deliver government services
to citizens electronically. Major efforts will be made to eliminate
system deficiencies among the various agencies, as well as eliminate
costly system redundancies. The state will take a coordinated,
statewide approach to electronic government, including the further
development of its NorthStar web portal, its window to citizen ac-
cess to government, making it interactive and service-oriented.
Thus, each agency will utilize an "enterprise"-wide backbone,
common to all and unique to none, which permit individual units
of government to communicate across shared networks.
2. Conduct Project Analysis
Further develop the information technology budgeting proc-
ess, which integrates strategic planning, budgeting, performance
tracking and results-based decision making. As part of this effort,
the Minnesota Office of Technology will work with all state agen-
cies to track performance in the use and application of technology
to achieve results, including outcome measures or measures of
program results. This assures a coordinated statewide approach to
all on-line licensing and registration efforts. The emphasis is on
developing information systems deemed strategic and crucial to the
operation of the State built with the use of a structured systems
methodology. Policies address these issues by first focusing on im-
proving the quality of systems development within the State. State
policies require use of a comprehensive life-cycle methodology, to
be chosen or developed by each state agency to govern all aspects
of systems development including maintenance, support, and sys-
tem enhancement. Next, the policies direct the use of dedicated
project management tools, such as detailed workplans and status
reports, to ensure that information technology initiatives deliver
the expected results within the established budget and time con-
straints. Finally, these policies direct the use of office automation
suites, local area networks, and a wide area network to provide the
2001] 2113
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required technical infrastructure to support a coordinated, in-
formed workforce which can deliver customer satisfaction.
3. Improve Communications
Provide that all state agencies have the capability to communi-
cate effectively and efficiently with one another in a secure, "virtu-
ally private" environment, by establishing standards and protocols
that assure ease of data transmission among units of government.
Utmost regard for the privacy of personal data and its appropriate
and exclusive use for citizen service must be assured as well.
4. Connect Citizens
Require that each state agency, as well as other units of gov-
ernment whenever possible, offer services to citizens electronically
by means of a single portal over the Internet. Thus, each agency
will have a strategic plan unique to their mission, from public
safety, to education, to health and human services, that include
software applications appropriately configured to deliver services
from motor vehicle registration to fishing licenses electronically to
citizens throughout the state.
These efforts already are underway and services are coming
online.
V. TECHNOLOGY INFRASTRUCTURE FUNDING-AN INTRACTABLE
GOVERNANCE ISSUE
The State of Minnesota, in common with other government
institutions, faces a number of traditionally intractable issues re-
garding long-term public funding of information technology and
telecommunications infrastructure. This seriously impedes the
ability of state and local governments to share data, across "enter-
prise" networks, and to more easily communicate and conduct
transactions with citizens, other units of government and the pri-
vate sector. Among these issues are at least three that work against
the adequate funding of information technology and telecommu-
nications projects.
First, there are few mechanisms in government presently to
fund information technology initiatives on the basis of "enterprise"
level connectivity among government entities. Rather, each gov-
ernment entity ties its individual information technology initiatives
closely to its own individual program needs, and frames its budget
2114 [Vol. 27:4
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requests accordingly. The result is a collection of entities unable to
effectively communicate with one another electronically, and the
establishment of redundant and costly communications systems
with little ability to network. Furthermore, technology proposals
often garner far less interest from funding authorities than an en-
tity's program initiatives, and therefore are among the last requests
funded during any budget consideration. All too often, these
budget requests are under funded, or are not funded at all.
Second, government entities are unable to obtain funding
needed for information technology initiatives at the time these ini-
tiatives are required. At the state level, the biennial budget process
favored by the Minnesota State Legislature permits consideration
of technology initiatives only once every two years. Current
changes in technology needs for business purposes occur far more
frequently, and by the time normal budget processes take their
course any relevant technology oftentimes has become obsolete, or
far more costly than originally estimated.
Third, there are no established means by which government
can strategically plan for or encourage the development of tele-
communications infrastructure throughout the State for the pur-
pose of delivering service to citizens electronically. Information
technology and telecommunications expenditures are among the
most expensive, and the most strategic, in government, at the same
time making them all too often the least understood. The cost and
complexity alone are intimidating to most, and a deterrent to fo-
cused attention from funding authorities.
To overcome these impediments, the Ventura-Schunk Admini-
stration has proposed to the Minnesota State Legislature the crea-
tion of a Technology Enterprise Board, with a membership com-
prised of public officials, including legislators, and private sector
technology experts. The purpose of this Board would be to provide
strategic direction for the cooperative and creative use of a state of
the art information and communications infrastructure, in such a
way as to allow independent government entities to think, act and
work together for the benefit of Minnesota citizens.
The Technology Enterprise Board also will advise the admini-
stration of a new funding mechanism for state information tech-
nology and telecommunications networks. Referred to as a Tech-
nology Enterprise Fund, or "TEF," this funding mechanism is
designed to produce a statewide long-range technology investment
program from which government entities may obtain funds for
20011 2115
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communications initiatives.
The TEF itself derives funds from a variety of sources, on an
ongoing basis, including revenues from government information
technology services or purchases, savings from information tech-
nology contract renegotiations and technology-related optimization
programs, rents from the use of state lands for wireless transmission
towers, and general fund appropriations by the state legislature. It
is anticipated that such a funding mechanism can yield up to $10
million per year.
The State's chief information officer, the commissioner of ad-
ministration, with advice and guidance of the Technology Enter-
prise Board would administer the TEF. Distributions would be
made periodically, far more frequently than pursuant to the nor-
mal government budgeting process, based upon consistency with
an established strategic information resource management process
tied to feasibility criteria and quantifiable performance bench-
27
marks. In addition, funding would focus on the need to address
three general areas of needed technology infrastructure develop-
ment: enterprise2 8-wide processes, data, standards, and technology
focused on achieving government business objectives, promoting
data sharing that is accurate, complete, useful, and secure;29 pilots,
prototypes and projects that help assure citizen access to govern-
ment services electronically, over the Internet;30 and statewide tele-
communications infrastructure, into remote parts of the State, to
assure delivery of electronic government to all citizens.
Distributions would be in the form of direct grants with respect
to enterprise projects, and in the form of grants or term loans in
connection with statewide infrastructure. Grants and loans would
27. The State's existing strategic information resources management process,
or "SIRMP," evaluates information technology initiatives based on critical success
factors and provides a foundation by which "enterprise" level information tech-
nology can be prioritized and funded at a statewide level.
28. The term "enterprise" refers to those systems necessary to permit individ-
ual units of government to communicate across shared networks, and to the tech-
nology infrastructure necessary to connect government with citizens.
29. Types of projects to be funded would be middleware and web-based ser-
vices and devices that allow each government entity to connect to a common
backbone that promotes fast, efficient data transmission, and eliminates or mini-
mizes the need for such entities to build and pay for their own data systems.
30. New technologies, connecting citizens and government over high-speed
data on-line over Asynchronous Transfer Mode switches or by broadband wireless
networks, key technologies permitted on-line voter registration and voting, or fa-
cilitating on-line purchasing of government goods or services through "reverse
auction" are examples in this funding category.
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be tied to specific performance criteria, such as financial goals re-
lated to net project savings or to specified service goals or meas-
urements, that would be established by written agreement in ad-
vance with the funded entity. Based upon success in reaching one
or more criteria, all or a portion of any loan may be forgiven and
canceled. In any event, monies would be disbursed from the TEF
only upon a showing of ability to achieve specific performance
measures.
The benefit of having a single source from which to fund vari-
ous information technology projects is that payment may be made
on a "progress" basis in conformity to specific, pre-set performance
measures. As the various projects achieve these set milestones,
payment for the next phase of the project, as established by the
performance measures, can be made. Funding for each progres-
sive phase of each project would be contingent on the success of
the project in the last phase. In this way, projects that are showing
lack of performance may be re-evaluated and perhaps eliminated
prior to significant new monetary commitments being made.
In summary, the use of the TEF and Technology Enterprise
Board would help to achieve multiple public objectives, including:
(1) a means to drive investment in information technology at the
statewide level as shared, "enterprise" resources that are cost-
effective and non-redundant; (2) a technical infrastructure to sup-
port citizen access to electronic government services; (3) enhanced
levels of individualized citizen services, with selection of projects
driven by citizen access and customer satisfaction criteria; and (4)
start-up capital necessary for funding major technology initiatives
within individual government entities, as well as needed infrastruc-
ture across the State.
VI. TELECOMMUNICATIONS As ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT-
REGULATORY REFORM
The Federal Telecommunications Act of 1996 ("TA96") was
supposed to have opened the door to competition in telecommu-
nications markets. It was to have turned telecommunications in-
dustry leaders into true competitors, willing to jostle for the privi-
lege of providing consumers with high-tech, low-cost services.
AT&T and its long-distance rivals were to charge into the $100 bil-
lion market for local calling, freeing the Regional Bell Operating
Companies ("RBOCs") to enter the $70 billion long-distance fray.
However, several years now after TA96 became law, any significant
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reform remains on hold. Less than one percent of United States
households receive competitive local service, and not a single
RBOC has opened its home market enough, in the judgment of
regulators, to be permitted to offer long-distance calling there.
Competition is crucial to a healthy telecommunications mar-
ket. As in any business, competition tends to lower consumer
prices, and encourages introduction of new methods to devise bet-
ter products and services. Throughout Minnesota, competition
among local exchange carriers would bring more focus on the
need to satisfy demands of the local telecommunications consumer,
assuring services that contribute to economic development, job
creation, and support for the diverse interests of local businesses
while enhancing the quality of life in the community.
The State's role in this area is to focus on how state govern-
ment can help to bring about changes in policy that improve op-
portunities for competition in the marketplace, while assuring the
rapid and universal deployment of telecommunications technology
with advanced telecommunications capabilities.
The Ventura-Schunk Administration is intent on opening up
the debate on modern telecommunications regulatory reform.
State government first entered into the area of broad-based tele-
communications regulatory reform in 1915, by establishing a set of
rules designed to assure that citizens throughout the State of Min-
nesota had access to lifeline telephone service of the day. Now, 85
years later, these same regulations remain on the books, poorly de-
signed to control a marketplace where telecommunications is
changing daily, bringing voice telephony service together with
high-speed data and video services over the same networks.
The Ventura-Schunk Administration has presented a detailed
telecommunications plan to the public to serve as a framework for
change. It presents a set of strategies designed to move govern-
ment out of the regulatory business and return telecommunica-
tions to marketplace forces favoring the consumer and our citizens.
The basic principles of reform are outlined below.
A. Promote Marketplace Competition
The marketplace should be allowed to encourage the opening
of local telecommunications service areas to competition, yielding
lower consumer prices and a higher quality of service. In surveys
conducted by the Administration in 1999, we learned that while
ninety-one percent of the state's local telephone exchanges offer
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some level of high-capacity digital connection, virtually all of these
same exchanges are controlled by a single company.3' These enti-
ties own and control the equipment and lines that connect people
to the world. This control has a natural and direct effect of dis-
couraging new communications carriers from building new net-
works or otherwise entering the market as competitors. In addition,
existing local carriers are able to collect fees from long distance
carriers that use local networks for calls, and to use those fees to
subsidize local service. These fees are referred to as "access
charges.' In effect, local carriers use revenue collected as access
charges from long distance carriers to hold down the consumer
price of local telecommunications service. The access charges then
are passed along to consumers in their long distance bills. Low lo-
cal calling rates are good for consumers in the short term, but this
also discourages new competitive carriers that do not control local
networks and therefore cannot collect access charges. In the long
term, this is bad for consumers. While consumers currently pay be-
low-cost prices for local telecommunications services, they lose the
innovation and low-cost pricing generated by a competitive mar-
ketplace. New marketplace competitors now should open local
networks, which have been built under protection of government
regulation, for use. Access charges should be modified to prevent
the type of cross-subsidization of local service that discourages new
competition.
B. Establish A State Universal Service Fund
The cost of providing telecommunications services in many
parts of Minnesota is high. This is due to the distances that must
be traversed by high-cost telecommunications lines, coupled with
the cost of necessary transmission equipment. Since there is a rela-
tively low population base in communities throughout Minnesota,
as compared to high-density areas such as the Twin Cities, there are
fewer people able to share the cost of this infrastructure. As a con-
sequence, if left to simply natural economies, telecommunications
consumers in Greater Minnesota would pay far higher local tele-
communications rates than their Twin Cities counterparts. The
Ventura-Schunk Administration proposes establishing a state fund,
a "universal service fund." to reduce costs of telecommunications
31. VENTURAADMIN. TELECOMM. PLAN, supra note 22, at 5.
32. Id. at 8.
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services to consumers in Greater Minnesota. This would be funded
by the state through charges on consumer bills, and is intended to
replace current subsidies, such as long distance access charges. Any
telecommunications carrier may tap into the universal service fund
to help offset the cost of building infrastructure and providing ad-
vanced telecommunications in rural areas. It is a cornerstone of
the Ventura-Schunk Administration Telecommunications Strategic
Plan.
C. Encourage Marketplace De-Regulation
The Plan also supports a new local competition framework.
The intent is to remove government regulations entirely from the
telecommunications market but phase it in as competition is given
the opportunity to develop. Local carriers should open their net-
works to use by competitors and continue efforts to deploy ad-
vanced telecommunications technologies throughout Minnesota.
If they do so, government regulatory restrictions, in the form of
service and price constraints, will be removed. If they do not, regu-
latory restrictions will remain in place. This "carrot-and-stick" ap-
proach to building competition is designed to encourage but not
mandate, local marketplace competition. In addition, in commu-
nities where local carriers are not adequately providing advanced
telecommunications services, the community itself should be al-
lowed to pool its resources and provide the necessary telecommu-
nications infrastructure or services. Currently, Minnesota law re-
quires a community to hold a public referendum before owning or
operating a telephone exchange. This requirement should be
eliminated, permitting local boards and councils to decide whether
to compete with local carriers where marketplace competition is
nonexistent by voting to construct their own local telecommunica-
tions network, or to partner with local carriers to achieve the type
of service provision that they deem necessary.
D. Capital Investment Incentives
Minnesota sales tax exemptions for capital equipment cur-
rently favors businesses that choose not to invest in capital equip-
ment for use in Minnesota. For example, providers of satellite ser-
vices are exempt from the sales tax, while telephone companies are
not. This violates basic principles of fairness and penalizes those
who invest in Minnesota directly. The exemption for capital
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equipment from the state sales tax should be extended to include
telecommunications equipment purchased for use in providing ad-
vanced telecommunications services in Minnesota. This creates
consistency in how the state regulates telecommunications services
and will encourage development in telecommunications that will
provide maximum benefit for the state and its citizens.
E. Cable Franchising Reform
Minnesota law currently requires all cable operators, those that
deliver video services to homes and businesses, to acquire a fran-
chise from the municipal government in the franchise area. This
authority should be granted at the state level rather than the local
level, so that a statewide cable communications policy can be im-
plemented consistently throughout the state. This uniformity
should help communities throughout Minnesota better deal with
cable operators, as well as give the operators ease of mind that the
"rules" of installation and operation of cable networks will not
change from town to town. Franchising authorities on the local
level should continue to have control over educational and gov-
ernment access channels, and should also continue to receive the
five percent franchise fee they receive today. State government is
only interested in fairness and ease of operations, which a statewide
set of rules can provide.
VII. VENTURA-SCHUNK ADMINISTRATION CONSIDERATIONS ON DATA
PRIVACY
The general view is that government concerns itself principally
with issues of geographic boundaries and physical assets. In a digi-
tal and information age this is no longer true. Government owns
and controls data that must be handled responsibly.
The key to an appropriate role for government in the area of
data practices in the digital age is to assure that electronic networks
can be trusted and that information received, archived or transmit-
ted is accurate and not misused. A network database that is wide
open, to be accessed and used at will by anyone, is not preferred
for it impacts the personal affairs and lives of our citizens.
Recently, eighty-four percent of adults surveyed by the Pew Re-
search Center stated that they have some concern that business or
government may have personal data about them, and that they do
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not know what use may be made of that data.3 Sixty-eight percent
were uneasy that computer hackers might obtain credit card in-
formation, while twenty-seven percent worry about unauthorized
people reading their e-mail. Yet these concerns may be put aside,
as sixty-four percent indicate a willingness to exchange personal in-
35
formation for value. While the concerns expressed in this survey
warrant serious consideration by any government, in the interest of
its citizens, it also reflects that there is not widespread alarm over
the issue. Rather, it indicates that prudent management practices
are justified.
The Ventura-Schunk Administration supports fair information
collection and management procedures for electronic data. Here
is the basis for prudent government practices:
A. Notice
Any time personal information is gathered, a statement must
be presented clearly articulating why the information is being gath-
ered, what the information will be used for, and what steps will be
taken to protect confidentiality, integrity, and data quality. The
statement should provide details as to any opportunity of redress
for a violation of this commitment.
B. Consent
Consent basically means providing the citizen with choice or
options as to how personal information may be used, particularly as
it relates to any use that goes beyond those necessary to complete a
contemplated transaction. Thus, consent generally relates to sec-
ondary use or re-use of the information gathered. Any time per-
sonal information is gathered, the gatherer must provide the op-
tion to "opt in or out." The citizen must be allowed the
opportunity to refuse to allow their personal information to be
used in a manner inconsistent with the intent of the original trans-
action or reused in a manner not contemplated.
33. PEW RESEARCH CENTER, TRUST AND PRIVACY ONLINE: WHY AMERICANS WANT
To REWRITE THE RULES 4 (Aug. 20, 2000), at http://www.pewinternet.org/reports/
toc.as p?Report=19.
34. Id.
35. Id. at 6.
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C. Access
Citizens must be offered the ability to review their personal re-
cords. The concept of access also includes the ability of the con-
sumer to offer corrections to erroneous data.
D. Security/Integrity
Appropriate security measures must be instituted to ensure
that personal information is protected from abuse, alteration, de-
struction, mishandling and unwarranted dissemination from both
internal and external sources. These include both operational and
technical measures. The operational measures include the adop-
tion of sound data security policies and procedures within the or-
ganization, while technical measures would include such things as
randomly generated passwords, secure servers and data encryption.,
E. Enforcement
For the other core privacy principles to be effective, mecha-
nisms to assure compliance must be in place and must provide
adequate recourse for the individual affected by non-compliance,
as well as a measured consequence for the responsible organiza-
tion.
Proper data practices and management is an awesome respon-
sibility, for government as well as for industry. Consumers must
know and be informed about what happens with information. It is
their personal data to give away. It must be an informed gesture.
VIII. CONCLUSION
The Ventura-Schunk Administration believes the availability of
high-speed data technology, and the existence of legitimate tele-
communications competition prepares our state and communities
to compete globally, in a world brought ever closer through mod-
ern communications. The initiatives described here are bold, link-
ing government operations, encouraging marketplace investment
and opening markets to invigorating competition. They represent
innovative solutions to gaps in technology throughout the State of
Minnesota. Handled correctly and without delay, Minnesota gov-
ernment can play a critical role in helping to shape a new future by
meeting emerging challenges.
At the same time, few in the public sector recognize how much
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the communications environment has already changed, let alone
lie ahead. It is often difficult for public leaders to get beyond the
crisis of the moment to focus on how much government must
change to meet the requirements of tomorrow. Most government
organizations are wedded to the traditional approaches, calling for
more study, evaluation of alternatives, consensus building, political
analysis, and policy formulation. In the meantime, time and space
are being compressed in ways that require a transformation in the
way governments do business.
Innovation is much more difficult in government than in the
private sector. There are several likely reasons. The public's am-
bivalence about innovations launched by public servants; elected
officials' reluctance to take the risks associated with innovations,
the cynicism of public employees who have watched many "innova-
tions" come and go without real change, and the frequent celebra-
tion of failure by the media and opposing political parties. Many
state and local officials consider the need for change in terms of
"business as usual." They are focused on traditional concerns of
government-such as improving infrastructure; providing educa-
tion, library, and park services; or maintaining constituents' quality
of life-rather than dramatic changes to meet the needs of the fu-
ture.
As government looks towards the future and better under-
stands the dynamics of technological change in the delivery of ser-
vices, it can better meet twenty-first century demands that require
public organizations to do ever more. The key initiatives are being
undertaken now in Minnesota. We need public officials from
around the state and each of our citizens, to open their minds to
the possibility of success using technology and telecommunications
as the tools to make innovation, change, and progress a commonal-
ity.
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